
AGENDAAGENDA

8:00 - 8:20      Registration and Breakfast

8:20 - 8:30       Introduction and Welcome - 
    Scott Shane & Patrick McKenna

8:30 - 9:15    Building Great Companies in the Heartland
    Join a fireside chat with Phil Hagerman, who co-founded Diplomat   
    Pharmacy, Inc. in 1975 and took it public on the New York Stock   
    Exchange in 2014 and currently is building Forum Health Enterprises a  
    network of integrative and functional medical practices across the nation.

9:15 - 10:15    More Thank SaaS 
    Join our panel of venture capital experts as we explore the trends and  
    opportunities of investing outside the Bay area, by corporate as well as  
    independent VCs across stages, and in life sciences, advanced materials,  
    and hard tech as well as SaaS.

10:15 - 10:30      Break

10:30 - 11:30      Reverse Pitch Competition
    Seven new GPs pitch their funds to a panel of founders to show how they  
    add value.  See if you agree with the founders on who is taking the most  
    unique approach.  If you are an accredited investor, catch up with the GPs  
    at the pre-lunch networking or after the event.  
 

11:30 - 1:00    Lunch Panel: The Columbus Tech Boom: Strategizing Our Future
    Join our panel of community leaders for an interactive discussion about  
    the future of tech in Columbus and how leaders can both prepare for and  
    welcome future opportunities.

1:15 - 2:30     Founder-Investor Speed Dating 

    Ask the Experts
    We’ve assembled an A-list of eight experts in accounting, law, human  
    resources, marketing, recruiting, finance, sales, and tech. Go around the  
    room and ask for advice to improve your startup or fund’s operations.
   

2:30 - 2:45       Break
 

2:45 - 3:45      Growing and Financing Startups in Up and Down Markets
    We’ve arrived in a new era.  The post-covid economy isn’t a raging bull  
    market fueled by easy money.  Learn what translates and what doesn’t in  
    today’s market!

4:00 - 6:00       Networking Reception, sponsored by Taft Law Firm


